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THE PROJECTIVE STIEFEL MANIFOLDS-II, APPLICATIONS 
(CORRECTIONS) 
S. GITLER 
I WAX;T to thank K. Y. Lam for pointin g out that Theorem 2.2 on page 49 of [1] is false. 
The reason is that on page 50, line 2, the formula is incorrect. It should have been 
sqlXyl_l = X, +x’. 
Theorem 2.2 should be replaced by: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let q = [2’+’ + 8(X: + I) + 2]< be considered as a bundle ocer 
RP 2rCBkf1. I__ k + I< Ye3 and C kfl,k is odd, then gd(q) 2 2’ + Sk - 2. 
For the proof set n = 2rf1, nz=8(k+1)+2,s=2’+8+5andt=2’+8k+l,Then 
in H*(X,+,,L one can find classes s,_ i for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 such that 
Lsq2x1_J = x2x*-a 
sq4xr_‘$ = x2_Y1_2 + x, 
(Sq2 + 2)x,_ 2 = x, 
sq’x,_2 + (Sq2 + x2)x,_3 = 2-l 
This set of relations is incompatible with the existence of a mapf: RP’ -+ Xn+m.s with 
f *x generator of H ‘(RP’). 
Also on page 52, line 21 (2.2) should be replaced by (2.1). 
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